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Abstract: The popularity of smartphone device usage has triggered the increasing demand for Android application developers in recent
years. To master Android application development, students must learn various programming languages, including XML for designing
the user interface (UI). However, many related courses do not offer learning topics in Android application UI design specifically.
Moreover, the major issue in programming courses is the teacher’s difficulties in checking and verifying the source codes from students.
This study proposes a novel approach to support students’ self-learning interactively by developing a self-learning system for designing
Android application UI using XML code. To realize the comprehensive learning process, the pedagogical model is applied and consists
of studying and assignments for exercise to make it ready for blended learning. The learning materials to study UI layout, widgets,
string resources, color resources, and drawable resources were distributed into 20 learning topics to guide the studying process. In the
assignment process of writing XML code, integration testing mechanism on Android applications is adopted to provide the features of
automatic source code verification and automated learning assistance for students getting instant feedback, suggestion, and assistance to
correct the source code. For a comprehensive evaluation, system usability and students’ experiences have been assessed by appointing
80 IT students from two universities in Indonesia to use this system. The results have confirmed the system’s effectiveness to support
students’ self-learning process, learning materials appropriateness, and the high grade of user satisfaction and enthusiasm. Also, this
system has successfully led all students to master UI design skills on Android applications using XML code after completing the 20
learning topics, even though at the beginning of the learning, the students have a poor coding experience.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the smartphone market’s rapid growth has

shown a significant impact on society in this decade [1].
It reveals that the use of smartphones has penetrated vari-
ous economic sectors [2]. Even consistently, smartphones
have largely replaced the role of personal computers as
computing tools. As the most popular operating system
for smartphone devices, Android has been adopted on
more than 70% of smartphone devices worldwide [3]. The
Android application development courses have also grown
up in many universities and professional schools.

In mobile applications, the user interface plays a very
important role in creating interactive applications. The
programmer must use XML code to design the UI on
the IDE of Android Studio. It supports user experience

and engagement when running Android applications[4].
The latest Android versions present more attractive and
impressive UI concepts. Therefore, every mobile applica-
tion programmer must have the ability to design the UI
for the application. However, many mobile programming
courses do not provide the subject for UI design learning
specifically.

The major issue in programming courses is the teacher’s
difficulties in checking and verifying the source codes from
students. With this condition, students must wait for the
teacher’s responses to get suggestions or feedback on the
written source code. To make the student’s learning easier
in computer programming, a system or platform that can
provide self-learning with automatic code verification[5]
is necessary. However, recently, there is no self-learning
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system or e-learning platform that specifically provides
learning materials for Android application UI design using
XML, instead of automatic XML code verification.

This study proposes a novel approach to support stu-
dents’ self-learning interactively by developing a self-
learning system for designing Android application UI using
XML code as an extension of our previous work, Android
Programming Learning Assistance System (APLAS)[6]. To
realize the comprehensive learning process, the pedagog-
ical model in the real course is applied and consists of
studying and assignments for exercise to make it ready
for blended learning. To guide the studying process, the
learning materials provide guidance documents for students
learning the concept and the code writing practical step by
step. In the assignment process of writing XML code, this
system adopts an integration testing mechanism on Android
applications to provide the features of automatic source
code verification and automated learning assistance[7].
With these features, the student can get instant feedback,
suggestion, and assistance to correct the source code. By
using this system, the student can study UI design by
themselves from anywhere.

The learning materials consist of 20 learning topics that
provide learning for the utilization of UI layouts, widgets,
string resources, color resources, and drawable resources.
Each learning topic provides learning guidance and an
assignment to be solved by the student. For mastering
UI layout, the subjects for learning four UI layouts[8]
including Linear Layout, Relative Layout, Grid Layout,
and Constraint Layout are presented to students. Some of
the most widely used widgets are also introduced in the
learning materials. Meanwhile, for developing UI structure
and content, materials on how to utilize string, color, and
drawable resources are presented as well.

Finally, to apply a comprehensive evaluation, we as-
sessed aspects related to students’ self-learning effectiveness
and students’ learning experiences using this system[9].
80 IT students from two universities in Indonesia have
been appointed to study and solve the assignments on 20
learning topics using this system. The results show that
the student success in solving all assignments in less than
four days. The system has successfully led all students
to master UI design skills on Android applications using
XML code after completing the 20 learning topics. The
system’s effectiveness to support students’ self-learning
process, learning materials appropriateness, and the high
grade of user satisfaction and enthusias have also confirmed.
Moreover, this system has successfully led all students to
master UI design skills on Android applications using XML
code after completing the 20 learning topics, even though
at the beginning of the learning, the students have a poor
coding experience.

This paper is organized into eight sections. Section 2
presents related research on programming self-learning sys-

tems. Section 3 explains the concept of Android application
UI design. Section 4 proposes the design of learning ma-
terials for designing the Android application user interface.
Section 5 explains the interactive self-learning assistance
system that applies the designed learning materials. Sec-
tion 6 presents the evaluation of students’ self-learning
effectiveness by using this system. Section 7 discusses the
results related to three evaluation aspects. Finally, section 8
resumes the conclusion about the proposed system and
provides future works.

2. RELATED STUDIES
There are few studies related to technology enhanced

learning for XML programming, moreover for UI design.
In this section, related works in learning systems with
automated assistance features and XML code learning tools
are discussed. Funabiki et. al. proposed a learning assistance
system namely JPLAS or Java Programming Learning As-
sistance System in 2013[10]. It applied test-driven devel-
opment (TDD) method to provide an automatic assistance
feature for learning Java programming. The Java code from
students was validated using JUnit tool by executing unit
testing. In their following studies, some improvements in
content and learning method have been implemented[11].

The works related to technology enhanced learning
for computer programming still use general programming
cases, such as C and Java. Yulianto et al., in 2014, presented
SCAGrader[9], a grading analyzer to verify source code
automatically for several programming assignments includ-
ing Java and C. As a computer application, it consists of
a Java-based application and a web application. Staubitz
et. al., in 2016, presented a web-based learning platform
based on MOOC for programming course practices, namely
CodeOcean[12]. It provided a model for teachers to prepare
programming exercises for beginners. Unit testing was
utilized to grade the source code automatically so that it
covered a scalable code execution and assessment. Hamdi et
al., in 2019, proposed a new framework for the development
of e-content for programming learning[13]. The encoun-
tered problems in computer programming learning and the
cognitive theory for learning were presented.

Recently, the focus of e-learning systems for computer
programming is still on learning content and materials. So,
in the pedagogical model, the common system just pro-
vides learning material for studying. The typical e-learning
system or LMS (Learning Management System)[14], such
as Moodle[15] or other MOOCs providers[16], commonly
provides standard types of exercise, such as multiple choice
or fill in the blank, instead of long code verification.
Automation in programming assignment verification still
stands to be the main issue in programming learning
systems[5][17].

3. CONCEPT OF ANDROID UI DESIGN
This section presents five components to construct the

UI, namely Layout, Widgets, String resource, Color re-
source, and Drawable resource.
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A. Layout
A layout of UI is the skeletal structure of visual elements

(widgets) and space placement of UI design[8]. A fluid
layout provides a self-adjustment to each widget positioning
on the available screen as the fundamental idea behind
responsiveness. Fluid layout is an umbrella term for making
the design responsive.

As shown in Figure 1, Android provides several types of
fluid layouts including Linear Layout, Relative Layout, Grid
Layout, and Constraint Layout. Linear Layout is a layout
in which the UI content is laid out unidirectionally. The
page is scrollable and all the content scales equally with
the screen. Relative Layout uses relative length units that
can be used to design the responsiveness of a child element
(content or UI) which needs to scale proportionally to its
parent element.

Grid Layout is a layout that embraces a grid mode that
consists of Columns, Gutters, and Margins, then the content
is spread out in these Columns. When screen dimensions
change, the Grids will be adjusted proportionally and the
content and UI inside are ensured to be consistent while
scaling on any device. Constraint Layout provides the
creation of large and complex layouts with a flat view
hierarchy. It is more flexible than the Relative Layout in
that all UI components are laid out according to connections
between sibling components and the parent layout.

B. Widgets
In Android applications, widgets are the collections of

UI components to interact with user[18]. The components
are the main parts for creating interactive applications based
on UI. They are provided as a package of Android widgets.
Android also allows for creating self-design widgets by
extending the View class[19]. The typically utilized widgets
for Android application’s UI include:

• TextView: a widget to show a text,

• EditText: a widget to allow entering and editing text
by user,

• Button, RadioButton, CheckBox, and Spinner:
widgets to construct interactive behaviors,

• ProgressBar: a widget to indicate the value of a
progress,

• Toast: a widget to show text on the screen in a short
time,

• ImageView: a widget to show images,

• Switch: a widget to set the position of boolean
conditions.

C. String, color, and drawable resources
Android provides application resources as additional

files and static content in XML code that can be accessed

by other codes[20]. String resource in Android represents a
reference set of string values. It provides text strings for the
application with optional text styling and formatting. There
are three types of string resources, including String, String
Array, and Quantity Strings. String is XML resource that
provides a single string. String Array is XML resource that
provides an array of strings. Quantity Strings (plurals) are
XML resource that carries different strings for pluralization.
A string value is defined by referring to an ID in string
resources, as shown in Figure 2.

Color resource is similar to string resources, but a color
resource specifically stores a reference set of color values.
XML code is adopted to define a color value in RGB value
and alpha channel. It can be used in a UI layout, as shown
at end of the code in Figure 2. Defining the collections of
color values in color resources helps deliver constant color,
implement the visual theme, and improve the quality of look
and feel of the application’s UI.

Drawable resource is a type of resource that is specif-
ically implemented in Android Studio. A drawable is a
general abstraction for something that can be drawn. So
that, the drawable resource is a general concept for a graphic
that can be drawn to the screen and involves multi colors, so
that it can deliver a spectrum or gradient color and painted
result instead to define the widget’s shape and state. There
are several types of drawable, such as Bitmap, Layer List,
State List, Transition Drawable, and Shape Drawable.

4. PROPOSAL OF INTERACTIVE LEARNING SYS-
TEM WITH AUTOMATED ASSISTANCE
In this section, the proposal of an interactive learning

system with automated assistance for self-learning design-
ing Android application UI is explained. The proposal in-
cludes the automated assistance model, pedagogical model,
and design of learning topics.

A. Model of Automated Assistance for Student’s Self-
learning
This system provides two functions verifying the stu-

dent’s answer code and generating feedback on answer
incorrectness to apply an automated assistance model. Re-
ferring to the APLAS’s automatic validation model, this sys-
tem contains a validator program that can verify the XML
code from students and generate feedback if the answer
incorrectness occurs. Figure 3 shows the four steps of the
self-learning mechanism that applies automatic verification
for answer code from the student. In the first step, the
student writes the assignment answer as XML code, then
he/she submits the answer to the server that contains the
validator program in the second step. In the third step, the
validator program verifies the code automatically based on
defined criteria of validity (test cases). Finally, in the fourth
step, the validator program sends the results to the student.
They contain a validation checklist report, feedback on
failed test cases, and suggestions to fix them. With feedback
and suggestions, the student gets assistance in writing the
correct XML code[21].
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Figure 1. Four types of fluid layout.

Figure 2. Application resources in Android application.

Figure 3. The self-learning assistance system model with the auto-
matic validator.

B. Learning Topics
To provide a step-by-step learning process[22], the 5

Android UI subjects, including UI Layout, Widgets, String
resources, Color resources, and Drawable resources, are
distributed into 20 learning topics. Table I presents the
details of 20 learning topics.

C. Pedagogical Method
As a supporting system for mobile programming class

students, the pedagogical method adopts stages in the course
learning process which consists of studying and assignments
for exercise[23]. The learning materials are composed of 20
learning topics to provide a step by step learning process.
In each learning topic, a guidance document is provided
for the studying stage and exercise stage. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the learning process starts from the first topic by
getting the guidance document. In the studying stage, the
student studies a concept related to the topic description.
Then, the student must solve the provided assignment by
writing XML code. The answer code will be verified by
the system to decide whether the student has passed the
current topic and he/she can go to the next topic.

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, the system architecture, the web interface

for self-learning, and the automatic XML code verification
will be explained.

A. System Architecture
Based on APLAS architecture[7], a client-server model

is applied to implement the interactive self-learning assis-
tance system. For integration with APLAS, the following
software are adopted to develop the system:

• Laravel: a platform for web application development,

• MySQL: a database management system software to
store the data,

• Java 11: a platform to develop validator program.

B. Web interface for self-learning
For student’s self-learning, the system uses a web in-

terface that has four main areas as shown in Figure 5,
including:
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Figure 4. Pedagogical method for a learning topic.

• Top side provides information related to the topic
name and four buttons for going to the previous topic,
submitting feedback, submitting the answer code to
the server, and going to the next topic.

• Middle left side displays a PDF document as guid-
ance for the related topic.

• Middle right side displays an XML code editor to
write the answer code.

• Bottom side displays a table to show the verification
results for the answer code.

The features in XML code editor include code auto-
completion and syntax highlighting to make code writing
easier and more interactive.

C. Automatic XML code verification
To support students in self-learning, the proposed sys-

tem must provide the automatic verification of students’
answers. In this case, the automatic verification process
confirms the XML code that student writes as assignment
answers. In the previous work, using unit testing and
integration testing, the automatic code verification model
for Java and Kotlin in Android applications has been
implemented in APLAS (Android Programming Learning
Assistance System). Based on the model, integration testing
for Android applications[24] is adopted to verify the XML
code for the application’s UI.

Figure 6 shows the process of a student’s solving activity
and XML code verification. In the server, a validator pro-
gram handles the answer code. First, the validator program
packages the code as an Android project to make it ready for
integration testing execution. Then, the integration testing
process produces testing results and messages for failed
testing. The failed messages provide suggestions for answer
code correction by the student.

D. Android integration testing
Integration testing is a type of testing to verify the func-

tionality of software when all its parts work together[25].
Android application has UI and logical (unit) parts that
require integration testing to verify their combination using
Java code. Robolectric is utilized as an integration testing

tool because of its simplicity in the integration process and
no emulator used for compiling and testing the Android
application[26]. Figure 7 presents examples of Java code to
verify application resources consisting of string, color, and
string-array resources.

6. SYSTEM EVALUATION IN BLENDED LEARNING
In this section, the evaluation of interactive self-learning

assistance system through blended learning application in
two mobile programming classes is presented. Blended
learning is a learning environment that combines di-
rect (synchronous) and independent/indirect (asynchronous)
learning methods that can be done anytime[27].

A. Classroom scenario
The two mobile programming classes in two universities

in Indonesia have been appointed for evaluation. Each of
them contains 40 students (a total of 80) who have been
assigned to solve all assignments in 20 learning topics.
During five working days, they had to solve the assignments
sequentially on the web application that can be accessed
from their PCs using any web browser. For each topic,
they could give feedback after solving the assignment. The
progress of each student and the correctness of each answer
have been observed for evaluation. The effectiveness of
each topic can be influenced by its success percentage and
student feedback.

B. Assignment solving result
In five days, all students in two classes have successfully

solved all assignments in 20 learning topics. The average
time to solve all assignments was 3.7 days with a range
between 2 to 5 days. The solving time and the submission
numbers were diverse for each learning topic. Figure8
presents the average times in submitting answers when
solving each learning topic with 1.44 average times for
all learning topics. The result was less than 2 times for
submitting the answers, it confirmed that the students could
be familiar with the system, and they easily solved the
assignments in all topics. However, as expected for the
utilization of self-learning tools, most students had to try
and submit the answer several times to get a passed result.

C. Difficulty levels
The chart in Figure8 shows peaks for four learning

topics that have values greater than the average value,
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Figure 5. Web interface design for learning and solving assignment.

Figure 6. XML code verification process.

including topic 1, topic 6, topic 10, and topic 16. The first
topic has high value because students begin the self-learning
process from this topic so that they just got XML code
introduction for Android UI, and they need adaptation time
to be familiar with the system. In topic 6, students started
learning using an XML code for the application’s resource
that was started with string resource. In topic 10, students
had the most difficult assignment to build a complex UI.

The last peak was topic 16 where students started to learn
drawable resources by implementing bitmap resources. In
these four topics, students needed several answer revisions
to achieve passed results.

Based on the chart in Figure8, there were three levels
of difficulty classification of the 20 learning topics, as
presented in Table II. The easy level had values below 1.5
and there were 16 topics in this level. It can be confirmed
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Figure 7. The algorithm of integration testing to verify application resources.

Figure 8. The average times in submitting answers by 60 students on each learning topic.

that most students can use this system and learn Android
UI design easily. The medium level consisted of topic 1,
topic 6, and topic 16 as topics where students initiated to
use the self-learning system and start learning new subjects
in Android UI design. The hard level only contained topic
10 which provided the most difficult assignment to build a
complex UI application[28].

7. DISCUSSIONS
This section presents discussions on system usability

score, self-learning effectiveness while using this system,
students’ learning experiences[29], and the comparisons to
other systems.

A. System usability
The System Usability Scale (SUS)[30] is a measurement

tool that can be used to measure the usability level of a
system on various products such as hardware, software, mo-
bile apps, to websites. There are 10 standard questions[31]
for the 80 students from two universities. The SUS applies
a Likert scale of one to five[32], namely 1 for strongly
disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for neutral, 4 for agree, and 5

for strongly agree. The 10 questions of the system usability
scale questionnaire must be arranged sequentially and must
be answered sequentially too by students.

The score from 80 students spread from 70 to 85. The
average score is 80.5, which means the presented system’s
usability got an excellent opinion from university students.
The reason for low scores is mostly from the student’s
perception of Android programming that must use multiple
languages, also the unclear software manual documentation.
The reason for high scores is mostly from the feature
of automated assistance that helped students to write the
correct source code. Also, the instant feedback has made
them finish all learning materials quickly. It confirms their
satisfaction in using this system for Android UI design
learning[33].

B. Self-learning effectiveness
The evaluation results in blended learning confirm the

effectiveness of this interactive learning system[34]. The
ability to supply automated assistance in writing XML code
has helped students to write correct XML code for Android
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TABLE I. THE 20 LEARNING TOPICS THAT COVER 5 AN-
DROID UI SUBJECTS

No. Topic Name Description
1 Hello world the use of TextView on LinearLayout by

creating Hello World application.
2 Email and

password
the use of EditText on Layout to input
email and password.

3 Exit and lo-
gin

the use of simple Button on LinearLay-
out.

4 Nested
layout

the use of two LinearLayouts combi-
nation to create a Nested layout with
different orientation.

5 Login form the use of combination of TextView,
EditText, Buttons on LinearLayout to
create login form.

6 Using string
resource

the use of string resources for UI layout
that implements RelativeLayout.

7 Using color
resource

the use of color resources and widgets
positioning on RelativeLayout.

8 Using
ImageView

the use of ImageView as widget and its
positioning on RelativeLayout.

9 Advanced lo-
gin form

the use of combination of ImageView,
TextView, EditText, Buttons on Relative-
Layout to create improved login form.

10 Using
constraint
layout

the arrangement of widgets on Con-
straintLayout.

11 Picture in
picture

the setup of an ImageView position on
another ImageView as Picture in picture
with ConstraintLayout.

12 E-book store the use of combination of ImageView,
TextView, Divider, Buttons to create e-
book store application.

13 Using grid
layout

the placement of widgets on GridLayout.

14 Score card
app

the utilization of TextView on GridLay-
out to create Score card application.

15 Image shar-
ing app

the utilization of TextView, ImageView,
and Button on GridLayout to create
Score card application.

16 Bitmap
drawable

the use of Bitmap drawable to show an
image on layout.

17 Layer list the use of Layer list to create a multi-
layer view on UI.

18 State list the implementation of State list for a
Button to create animated button view.

19 Shape draw-
able

the use of Shape drawable to define the
shape and color combinations of Button
and EditText.

20 Scale draw-
able

the use of Scale drawable to define the
size of another drawable or widget.

TABLE II. THE THREE LEVELS OF DIFFICULTIES

Level Value Range Learning Topic Number
easy < 1.5 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,14,

15, 17, 18, 19, 20
medium 1.5 – 2.0 1, 6, 16 (green)
difficult > 2.0 10 (red)

application UI. Figure 9 shows the validation results for a
student in solving the assignment of the first learning topic.

The student submitted the answer three times which
means he/she had been rewriting the answer code twice
referring to the resulting messages on the “validation detail”
column for getting the passed result (green row). The
results on first submission show one failed message due
to incorrectness in XML syntax. The second submission
produced three failed messages for the missing several
attributes. After fixing the code, he/she got passed result
on the third submission. This kind of learning experience
has happened to most of the 80 students in the evaluation
which means this system has successfully led all students to
master UI design skills on Android applications using XML
code after completing the 20 learning topics, even though
at the beginning of the learning, the students have a poor
coding experience.

C. Comparisons with other systems
This web-based interactive learning system is a novel

model for Android programming self-learning, especially
for designing Android application UI using XML code.
Students can study Android UI design interactively by using
web browser. Referring to the implemented pedagogical
model, they can learn the concept and practice of XML code
to design the UI. The guidance documents in the learning
materials can direct them to write XML code step by step.
Then the written code can be verified by the system and they
can get the results instantly. The feedback and suggestion
will be generated if the submitted XML code is incorrect,
which means the students get assistance from the system to
correct the XML code.

Reflecting on Section 2 of Related Studies, there are few
studies related to technology-enhanced learning for XML
programming, specifically for Android UI design. The focus
of the e-learning systems for computer programming is still
on the learning content and materials. So, in the pedagogical
model, the common system just provides learning material
for studying. The typical e-learning system or LMS (Learn-
ing Management System)[14], such as Moodle[15] or other
MOOCs providers[16], commonly provides standard types
of exercise, such as multiple choice or fill in the blank, in-
stead of long code verification. Automation in programming
assignment verification still stands to be the main issue in
programming learning systems[5][17]. A novel approach for
Java code verification has been implemented by Funabiki
et. al. in their system called JPLAS or Java Programming
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Figure 9. The validation results with suggestions in the web application.

Learning Assistance System in 2013. It applied test-driven
development (TDD) method[35] to provide an automated
assistance feature for learning Java programming. Finally,
the verification of XML code in this system is a new
proposal that adopts their approach by combining it with
integration testing for Android applications[36].

8. CONCLUSION
In Android application development, UI design is an

important part to develop a complete application. To de-
sign the UI, Android Studio provides XML code to make
structure and build the UI of each application’s screen. In
addition, the major issue in programming courses is the
teacher’s difficulties in checking and verifying the source
codes from students. This paper proposed an interactive
learning system for students’ self-learning Android applica-
tion UI design with its implementation and evaluation. An
automated assistance feature and a pedagogical model have
been applied to provide a self-learning model. The model
of automated assistance feature has adopted the TDD model
in APLAS using integration testing. The pedagogical model
has applied the learning stages which consist of studying
and assignments for exercises. The learning materials were
divided into 20 learning topics with specific subjects and
learning objectives.

A comprehensive evaluation was conducted by applying
this system for UI design study to 80 IT students from two
universities to assess the system’s usability and students’
experiences. The evaluation results confirm the usefulness
and effectiveness of this system for students’ self-learning,
learning materials appropriateness, and the high grade of
user satisfaction and enthusiasm. System compatibility to

be accessed using five types of browsers has also been
confirmed. Finally, this system has successfully led all
students to master UI design skills on Android applications
using XML code after completing the 20 learning topics,
even though at the beginning of the learning, the students
have a poor coding experience. For future works, the feature
to detect code plagiarism and record the solving time
will become a priority to be implemented. Also, we will
implement the learning system for generally used XML
coding such as web service and metadata definition.
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